
*the Ending to Our Story* 
 

I placed your hand on your left cheek and guided your thumb to join mine. You hesitated at first, but I 
increased the thrust of my cock into your pussy, you stopped thinking and just reacted to the pleasures.  
At first your thumb just sat there, as your other hand rubbed your clit. I began to pound inside of you and 
both of our thumbs started dancing around your balloon knot. I slowly started to move mine in and out. 
How wet are you are right now? Just imagine. 
I pulled my thumb away, reaching around, grabbing your chin and thrusting my tongue into your mouth. 
Our tongues were doing their magical dance in each other’s mouths, rolling, spinning, darting and biting 
one another gently and aggressively.  
Suddenly, I can feel this pressure pushing down on my cock, as it slides in and out of your pussy. It feels 
amazing and intense, but where was it coming from? Leaning upward and looking downward, I am staring 
at an incredible sight…your thumb is inside of your rear Love Canal twirling around and pressing down 
onto my cock.  
This sends Erotica shooting through my body and my erection became so hard and strong that I thought it 
was going to rip out of its own skin. You could feel this, too, and it turned you on. My pleasure was being 
witnessed through my moaning, heavy breathing and then silence, as I inhaled deeply and burst out that I 
was about to cum!  
Your thumb twirled faster, as the rest of your fingers wrapped around my cock and I thrust deeper inside 
of you! Once your hand felt my cock throbbing and bursting my cum at the deepest point in you, your pussy 
began to quiver and shake, as you unleashed your orgasm all over my cock. Gasping for air and words, you 
utter something like, “Das war wunderbar und unglaublich!! Du besitzt mich, meine Körper und meine 
Seele! Ich bin dein…”  {That was wonderful and amazing!! You own me, my body and my soul! I am 
yours…}  
Not understanding what you had just said, because I was so high from the experience and not knowing 
German, I replied, “That was like lightning, fireworks and magic all at once! I never want this to end…” 


